
 

REGISTRATION 
The Regional Representative or Coach will need to submit the names of their team members to 

Sandrine Bigras (sbigras@golfquebec.org). Following this process, each player will need to register 

online following the link sent by Golf Québec. There is no entry fee for this tournament. 
 

Deadline to submit your team is: August 14, 2020 
 

SELECTION PROCESS 
RJT events of your region will be used as qualifiers. Each region will have to determine its regional 

selection process. Regional teams should be composed of:  

2 juvenile boys  2 pee-wee boys 

2 bantam boys  2 girls (juvenile, bantam or pee-wee) 

 

Each participant will receive a shirt embroidered with the logo of their respective region. 

 

Incomplete teams: if your regional team is incomplete, Golf Québec will be able to select players 

from other regions that are available to complete your team. This will be done using the differential 

list of players who have played in RJT events and that Golf Québec compiles. Each region will be made 

aware by Golf Québec of each substitution request that could impact their region. 

 

COMPETITION FORMAT 
A Junior Skills Challenge (JSC) will take place in the morning with 2 different activities: 

 Driving 

 Putting 

 

Here is how the JSC will unroll: 

 One player from each region per category will be driving 

 One player from each region per category will be putting 

 To compile the results, we will combine the points of the two activities per category. Each 

region will be awarded points per category based on the list of points below. 
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Following the JSC, a round of 18 holes will take place and it will be separated in two different nines as 

follows: 

1st nine: Vegas (Stableford)  

2nd nine: Modified alternate shot (Stableford) 

 The competition formats are subject to change between the front and back nines depending 

on the difficulty of each nine holes at the host club. 
 

STABLEFORD POINTS POINTS PER CATEGORY 

Double eagle 8 Winner 10 6th 4 

Eagle 6 2nd 8 7th 3 

Birdie 4 3rd 7 8th 2 

Par 3 4th 6 9th 1 

Bogey 2 5th  5 

Double bogey or + 1 
 

CHAMPIONS 
JSC & 18 holes: for each competition, the best team per category will be presented with trophies at 

the end of the day (a total of 3 champion teams per category). 

 

Winning region: a ranking of all regions will be made based on the cumulative points collected by 

players of all 4 categories.   

 

SCHEDULE OF THE DAY 
9:00 a.m.: Registration  

9:30 a.m.: Beginning of the JSC with an announcer 

- Driving: 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. for the pee-wee and bantam category players 

- Driving: 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. for the juvenile and girls category players 

- Putting: 9:30 to 10:30 a.m. for the juvenile and girls category players 

- Putting: 10 h 30 à 11 h a.m. for the pee-wee and bantam category players 

11:30 a.m.: Lunch 

1:00 p.m.: Shotgun for all 

- Parents will also be able to tee-off in the shotgun upon reservation with Golf Québec and at 

the entry fee negotiated by Golf Québec on their behalf. There will be a registration deadline. 

6:00 pm: Completion of the round and collection of scorecards 

6:30 pm: Meal and award ceremonies 

7:00 pm: Departure  


